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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Low International Food from Hilo. Currently, there are 18
meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Danielle A likes about Low International Food :
This is a small mom and pop bakery. They require masks and even sell some if you've forgotten one! They are

super cute and we really enjoyed our visit. We ordered the rainbow loaf and got a few different kinds of
shortbread cookies. We were too full to order their savory lunch plates so can't comment on that. I highly

recommend coming here right before you go home, buying a loaf of bread, and freezing it before you f... read
more. You can use the WLAN of the establishment at no extra cost. What Jon O doesn't like about Low

International Food :
Is it just me or do all the breads taste the same? Doesn't matter if you order rainbow, taro, whatever...it all tastes
like sweet bread. Yeah it's soft and everyone we gift it to loves it, but I think I like Punalu'u better, which you can

find at many locations. read more. If you want to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be:
The successful Asian fusion cuisine of the Low International Food from Hilo - a delicious mix of the familiar and

the unexpected, Naturally, you can't miss out on the tasty burgers, which are accompanied by sides like fries,
salads, or wedges provided. Most courses are prepared in a short time for you and served, on the menu there

are also a lot of Asian menus.
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Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER

Vegetaria�
CAULIFLOWER

Burger�
B.L.T.

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
BLT

Sandwiche�
B.L.T

Sid� dishe�
HOT SAUCE

Desser�
MOCHI

COOKIES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

BURGER

SALAD

TOSTADAS

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

COCONUT

CHICKEN

BUTTER

PORK MEAT
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